List 'A' & 'B'

POLICY FOR APPROVAL OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL, PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN MES


2. The following amendment shall be carried out to policy No 13/2015 dated 05 Jun 15: -

Para 11.

For: "11. All makes in the Command BOO will form part of all tenders as the approved makes of products available for incorporation in MES works of that Command AOR. Every GE, CWE and CE will make a formal presentation to the Station Commander about the products approved at Command level and being incorporated in tenders related to the works in their AOR. Record of this will be kept and details forward to for information of the Engineer Authority in the chain. Every time a Formation Commander/ executives changes, this exercise will be repeated."

Read: "11 (a). All makes in the Command BOO will form part of all tenders as the approved makes of products available for incorporation in MES works of that Command AOR. If there are less than three makes/ brands of a product/ item/ equipment approved in a Group in a category, CMPT BOO will find alternates/ equivalent makes/ brands approved in other departments like CPWD, Railways etc and approach/ invite such firms/ manufacturers providing equivalent products to apply for approval. If the number of makes/ brands is still less than three for any item/ product/ equipment in a Group in any category, then no make/ brand for the item/ product/ equipment will be specified in the tender. The tender will include the generic description/ specification of the product/ item/ equipment and its relevant codal provisions for compliance."
11 (b). Every GE, CWE and CE will make a formal presentation to the Station Commander about the products approved at Command level and being incorporated in tenders related to the works in their AOR. Record of this will be kept and details forward to for information of the Engineer Authority in the chain. Every time a Formation Commander/ executives changes, this exercise will be repeated.

3. For information and necessary action please.

(Mohit Nautiyal)
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